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TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #6

WORK A PROBLEM “TO DEATH”

I have found it beneficial to provide teachers repeated 

opportunities to deeply solve a confounding problem in 

a collaborative group, in order for them to see that it can 

and should take time. Each semester, I would give people 

two to three classes to work on what I called “The Letricia 

Problem” (see page 3) — probably the most eye-opening 

task I have ever watched teachers work on together. During 

those three weeks, we intersperse concept games related 

to measuring and geometry, which are topics embedded in 

the Letricia Problem. In addition, we do some Number Talks 

and have a few text-based discussions on articles about the 

conceptual roots to the geometric and measurement ideas 

embedded in the problem.  

If teachers actually live through a productive and enlightening 

problem-solving process themselves, I believe they are more 

likely to become courageous enough to offer the same eye-

opening experience for their own students. They tell me 

“doing” math like this in my class is their linchpin since most 

rarely have done that before enrolling in graduate school.  

After reading and discussing the chapters in Making Sense 

(Hiebert et al., 2000), particularly the ones about the chapter 

focusing on the social culture of a progressive math class-

room, they are more than primed for this experience. They 

read and we discuss how a group of four girls in fourth grade 

struggle to communicate when solving a division of fractions 

problem (Using 20 apples, how many apple tarts can be made 

if it takes ¾ of an apple to make just one tart?)  After listen-

ing to kids working through their different perceptions and 

conjectures about solutions, the class is ready to mirror the 

same process.  

My work with collaborative groups starts with forming  

groups with people of varied skills and needs (re: style of 

communicating, feelings about math, potential learning 

disabilities, varied pace of learning needs, as well as the age 

they teach). Have them solve a complex problem by showing 

at least two different strategies, including one that uses 

Work one intentionally perplexing problem “to death” unearthing confusions that arise.

concrete tools while abiding by the Burns’ “Three Rules for 

Small-Group Work” (see Touchstone Strategy #3). This is 

the time for us to “walk the talk.”  I teach as I expect them to 

teach.  This is the moment for theory to intersect practice.  

We learn by doing. They need to collaborate and I need to 

stay out of their way.

This Perplexing Math Problem solving event is an oppor-

tunity for them to practice the skills they are developing as 

math teachers: listening, giving hints to others without giv-

ing answers away, honoring different styles, different paces, 

not being overbearing in pushing an agenda on others, being 

open to new and different ways to think about the whole 

problem you are working on, being interactive. It is an op-

portunity for each of them to be a good teacher to one an-

other. I insist upon multiple representations, which was one 

of the five NCTM’s Process Standards in NCTM’s Curriculum 

and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989). I tell 

them to use drawings, arrows, equations, words, and cutouts 

depicting their visual thoughts. I do so with the express pur-

pose of enhancing equity and accessibility. I model one way 

to undercut overvaluing the so-called ‘brightest ‘or ‘fastest’ 

learners who could otherwise try to monopolize class time 

and brag about their erudite solutions.

The genesis of the key problem I use, called the “Letricia 

Problem,” came about when I was working with doubting 

teachers of grades three to five in one public school where 

I was consulting. They each claimed that they had shelves 

filled with wooden geoboards in their classrooms sitting 

there for years and years, but no one saw a use for them. 

They also doubted my suggestions that heterogeneous 

cooperative learning groups could magnify learning for all 

and could possibly satisfy children’s needs across varied 

levels of sophistication. They challenged me to prove to 

them that the geoboard could be used to achieve the goals 

I had put forth for math learning, including those embedded 

in the state standards for their grades. 

http://www.insidemathematics.org/classroom-videos/number-talks
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 On the spot, I made two shapes on one geoboard. One was a 

3x1 rectangle and one was a scalene triangle.

I thought they were about the same size in area but I could 

not at first tell. I knew that it would be easy to find the 

number of square units in the rectangle, but saw in front of 

me that the triangle’s area would be a bit harder to figure 

out in square units. I myself did not immediately know how 

to do it.  By using rubber bands I could see there was an easy 

part to figure out with an area of two square units inside it, 

but then there was an annoying leftover skinny triangular 

section that would require some manipulation and use of 

logic in order to find its area. 

I decided to go with these two shapes. I had no idea how 

many different methods could be used to solve it, but I 

trusted it could be solved somehow. I went with this in the 

moment and presented the problem using a classic method I 

had been taught by Bob Davis when I was a young teacher in 

the 1970s studying his Madison Project Paradigm Teaching 

Strategy at Syracuse University (Davis, 1970). I made up a 

girl named Letricia and imagined her in a class with two boys 

called Kamina and Danny. Using Davis’ Paradigm Teaching 

Strategy, I created a hypothetical situation where three kids 

were arguing or debating the relative merits of a solution or a 

strategy to a problem. The premise to Davis’ strategy is then 

to ask the class to resolve the children’s hypothetical conflict 

by thinking together using words, numbers, drawings, or 

equations and, in at least two ways, write, draw, and define 

your group’s solution. This worked like a charm and has been 

replicated in every one of my 80 or so classes since then.

Below are the strategies that emerged during one section 

of the Spring 2017 class. I always require at least two 

strategies. I tell them, by having two irrefutable strategies, 

they can verify they are right. I also ask people to name the 

strategies they employed using their own non-conventional 

language. We post the name of their preferred strategy next 

to their explanations. On the next pages are images of the 

strategies that emerged during my last semester of teaching. 

I have done this problem for at least 20 years of classes and it 

seems fresh to me each and every time. Geoboards, brightly 

colored dot paper, scissors, glue, bands, markers, and large 

poster paper are all provided. Teachers first solve the 

problem quietly as best they can alone, then they share their 

conjectures with their group and begin to work together in 

class. After considerable time to listen to each other and to 

delegate responsibilities for the final product presentation, 

they represent their findings using at least two methods. 

On the next page is the Letricia Problem as presented to 

students in the class:
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To help me assess each student’s ability to work in a group, 

I also require a multimedia Perplexing Problem assignment 

where groups of four present their solutions to one 

perplexing problem done during the semester. They may 

choose to represent the Letricia Problem but they also have 

a list of other challenging ones from which to choose. They 

are to compose a presentation and write it up together. After 

designing their PowerPoint or Google Slides presentation, 

they are each to write: 1) what they learned about math 

by working collaboratively and 2) what they learned about 

themselves as a member of a collaborative math group. 

The following are some of the insightful responses I feel 

depict many of the emotional challenges teachers encounter 

when doing collaborative math together. Read the following 

with a lens toward the emotional affect. What feelings or 

emotions are evoked when Bank Street students are asked 

to reflect on the active process of working within a group 

whose end assignment they had to submit as a shared entity? 

Is there any evidence of coping and adaptation? Might they 

be learning from what they feel after going through this?

I learned that everyone needs to go at their own pace. Once I 
got the answer, I wanted to be done, or at least have everyone 
thinking and feeling the same way as I did, but I realized 
that some people needed more and it was my job as a team 
member to give that time. I also learned that problem-solving 
in a group is REALLY rewarding! I felt like by the end of the 
time we had really gotten to know each other as learners and 
teachers. — Abby

I feel I was being impatient at times. Is it harder to be on 
the inside as one of the group members or on the outside as 
the teacher? I felt I needed to keep switching back and forth 
between the two mindsets. The process is rewarding and 
challenges you to really listen. Definitely a lesson in patience. 
Some of the qualities that make us caring adult group members 
have come with maturity and can’t be fully expected from kids 
who are not developmentally capable. — Alex

As a member of a collaborative group, I found myself to be 
patient in the process. This is because I myself am very curious 
as to how others in my group solve problems. Further, proving 
that I am someone who builds huge amounts of confidence 
from having others present in the collaborative process. In 
fact, because math in general can be a stressful time for me as 
a learner, having others present makes the process that much 
easier, making math an engaging experience. — Gabe 

I learned that it is hard for me to deal with the disequilibrium 
caused by exposure to different approaches and lines of 
thinking. I experienced frustration at my inability to get 
team members to take on my perspective. I discovered that 
my team members were open to letting me go in a different 
direction, explore my own curiosities about the problem, and 
share back what I had discovered. — Merry

Each semester I wonder about how long I can devote to 

one problem. And each semester I am deliriously happy 

that I have allowed as much time as I did.  Not only do I feel 

I unleash wildly varied thinking in my students, but also a 

range of mathematical content. We don’t wake up each day 

and do number operations first or geometry at 10:40 AM 

or algebra at 1:30 PM. When you solve a real life problem, 

you use all the knowledge you have, and you ask friends to 

help you because they might have some bits of information 

and skills you don’t have.  That is what ‘doing math’ should 

look like and the Letricia Problem offers just that. Just doing 

a quick scan at the photos of the sample from one class, we 

see how the math discussed included: 

1. discussion of polygonal characteristics, 

2. doing area calculations using formulas remembered 

or invented,

3. using doubling and halving,

4. spatial logical reasoning,

5. the Pythagorean theorem and exponential work, 

6. trigonometric work with opposite angles, and finally

7. aspects of high school motion geometry using “flips, 

slides, and turns” otherwise called reflections, 

translations, and rotations respectively.  

All this is possible with just one problem. Creative problem 

solving and strategic competence is developed as well.  How 

much better can a class get?

 #1
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